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From the editor
The first day of Chinese New Year 2011 is on 3rd February. According to the
Chinese Zodiac system, it will be the Year of the Rabbit. So here's a happy
Chinese New Year to all Chinese in the world.
In case you're wondering what it's about, Chinese New Year to Chinese is
like Christmas to Americans. There's the buying of lots of gifts and clothes.
There's the meeting up for family dinners (Chinese regard the dinner held
on the eve of Chinese New Year to be the most important though).
And in this issue, I have Karol Gajda telling you about the importance of
fighting for the cause of freedom. Read the whole interview on page 5.
For this issue, because it's Chinese New Year, I made a special alternate
cover. All the English words were translated to Chinese equivalents. See it
on the next page. The cover image is courtesy of Madeleine.
And also because it's the Year of the Rabbit, I found for you cute rabbits of
epic proportions. See those rabbits on page 18. Then vote for your favourite
rabbit.

Contact me on
Email
Twitter
Vincent Tan
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Facebook

Ridiculously
Extraordinary
Freedom
Karol Gajda (pronounced Karl Guy-Duh) is an entrepreneur,
traveller, minimalist, vegan and he likes tea. His current location
is back in Poland where he's born (though he might be
somewhere else by the time you read this).
I learned of Karol's extraordinary lifestyle in another online
magazine, In Treehouses (go read that, it's awesome). Being the
inquisitive me, I wanted to learn more about Karol. So I sent him
an email asking some questions.
You will learn about his definition of freedom, why he lives with
few possessions and more in this interview.
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There is this strong theme of "freedom"
running through everything you do. From a
361-day-baby you and your brother and
parents leaving Communist Poland, to being
an entrepreneur, to being a digital nomad.
What does "freedom" mean to you?

You travel a lot, and you're a vegan. What had
been your most interesting food experience
while on the road? What had been your
biggest problem?
Because my diet is fairly simple, fresh fruits/
veggies/beans/rice it's actually really easy to
make it work anywhere in the world. I haven't
had any particularly unusual or interesting food
experiences. That said, I loved eating Indian
food 3 meals per day. And I loved eating Thai
food 3 times per day. And I loved eating at a
fantastic vegan restaurant in Wroclaw, Poland
called Vega almost every single day. :)

Freedom is life. And before I define my idea of
freedom I'd like everybody to know that my
definition does not have to be yours.
Currently my idea of freedom means I can live
and work where I please.
I move every couple of months and keep going
forward to the next destination.

[Ed: I hope I got that link for the vegan
restaurant correct...]
Baby Karol and his mom in Bay City Times,
4 July 1982, Independence Day in America

This theme of freedom even extends to
freedom from physical possessions. Can you
talk about your experiences being a
minimalist?
Without freedom from physical possessions my
idea of freedom doesn't exist. If I owned a car
and 600 items of clothing I wouldn't be able to
jump on a plane and move to India for 2 months.
:)

Minimalism is a fairly new concept in my life. It
began slowly when in 2006 I got rid of cable TV.
Then I began slowly getting rid of my
possessions until I had almost nothing left. I
began my full time traveling life on 1 September
2009.

[Ed: Karol made his own guitar in India]
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The biggest problem is the rare occurrence
where I order something at a restaurant and it
comes with cheese or something else that I
stated I can't eat. I wrote about what I do in that
situation here:
http://www.ridiculouslyextraordinary.com/howto-travel-as-a-vegan/

“They are all fighting for you to be normal.”
What was your biggest challenge when you
first started as an entrepreneur at 19 years
old? What is your biggest challenge now?

Your goal is to help 100 people achieve
Ridiculously Extraordinary Freedom. What is
your motivation behind that?

In particular, you want to speak with High
School Seniors about Ridiculously
Extraordinary Living before they go to
university. Why is that?

The biggest challenge then was knowing that
what I was doing was right, but not being
incredibly confident in myself. It took a few
years of success before I was confident in my
entrepreneurial abilities. My biggest challenge
today is that opportunity is everywhere and I
have to be very choosy about what I work on.
I'm not interested in making billions of dollars
and working 100 hours/week so I focus on the
few projects I'm passionate about and that
will pay for my lifestyle.

The motivation is that I'd like to personally
know all 100 people I help. And if I can help
100 people achieve Ridiculously Extraordinary
Freedom the results will exponentially grow
as those 100 help others.

Because, in the American school system, we
are brainwashed into a certain path. Teachers,
parents, high schools, Universities, society ...
they are all fighting for you to be normal.
They are all fighting to keep you in the middle
class or lower. They need you to aspire to
nothing so they feel better about themselves
and never aspiring to greatness. That's OK
though, everybody who wants it has the
ability to achieve incredible things. They
simply need someone (me!) to show them
that the brainwashing is happening and that
there is another way.

It's a fantastic prospect that gets me
incredibly excited. :)
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One common excuse given on challenging the
status quo is fear. Fear of travelling the road
less travelled, of meat less eaten, of
possessions less owned. What are your
opinions on that?

But you know what's
immeasurably worse than
fear?
Regret.

Well here's the thing about fear: everybody
experiences that feeling.
Everybody. Anybody who says otherwise is
lying. So the only option is to do whatever
you want to do anyway. Sure it might be
scary and it might be difficult. But you know
what's immeasurably worse than fear?
Regret.

Karol Gajda is a Freedom Fighter and you
can find him at
ridiculouslyextraordinary.com

He also wrote the manifesto "The
American Dream is Dead (Long Live the
American Dream!)". It's about the
freedom to choose the way you live your
life. Download it free here.
Baby Karol photo taken from manifesto.
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The Origin of Red Packets
and
The Story Of Nian (年)

© Heather Bickle
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Chinese have this almost unwholesome obsession
with red packets, or more commonly known as ang
bao. I can say this because I'm Chinese, ok? We
have a love/hate relationship with red packets; we
love receiving them, but hate giving them. That's
because red packets contain money.
Red packets are given out at auspicious events
such as weddings (giving rise to the term "red
bomb" for the giver), business openings,
celebration of your child's first month on Earth,
and most significantly, during Chinese New Year.
So who invented this ingenious thing called the red
packet? I'm not sure, but there's a legend. It's
about the story of Nian. The thing is, what you
know about this Nian probably speaks only of the
beast, and not the red packets.
Thus I will tell you a tale that's probably 90% pure
fabrication on my part. And I will begin where all
good stories begin...

O

nce upon a time, in a faraway land,
there was a village at the bottom of
a mountain. The villagers were all
very happy, working hard in their
rice fields, and enjoying the company of family and
friends. At the end of winter, they would prepare
for spring, celebrating the new year to come.
However, a terrible beast called Nian (年) would
descend from the mountains every year just before
the start of spring. It would wait near the village
while the villagers prepare lots of food for the
celebration of the new year. And on the eve of the
new year, Nian would barge into the village,
gobbling all the food. Not content with that, it
would terrorise the adults, and then eat the
children and elderly. And then it would run away,
bellowing loudly into the night.
Fifteen days into the new year, Nian would barge
into the village again, and repeat its food gorging.
The villagers were terrified of the beast, but they
couldn't do anything. Their only hope was to leave
food in front of their homes, hoping Nian would
eat that and leave them alone.
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Now a young man named Zhang wanted to fight
back. So on new year's eve, he waited for the
beast. Sure enough, Nian came charging into the
village, and went straight for the nearest house.
While the beast was gorging on the food in front of
the house, Zhang crept close. CLANG! The villager
accidentally knocked over some pots and pans
inside his house. Nian gave a howl, reared up and
ran away.
After a while, Nian came back into the village, but
went for another house. "No, son! Come back!" A
man ran after a young boy, who's moving
unknowingly towards Nian. The huge beast took
one look at the boy, howled, and ran away again.
Zhang thought this was strange. Then he noticed
that the young boy was dressed completely in red.
As the frightened father held his son close, Zhang
had an inkling of an idea...
The next morning, on the first day of Chinese New
Year, Zhang told everyone his plan. The villagers
were doubtful, but when the frightened father
from the night before told his tale, the villagers
decided to give Zhang's plan a try.

The villagers prepared themselves for the next
attack when Nian would arrive. Fifteen days later,
Nian charged into the village. But this time, there
was no food placed in front of the homes.
Nian bellowed and then galloped into the centre of
the village, for it was still hungry. At this moment,
the villagers, dressed completely in red, ran out
from their homes. They shouted at the top of their
lungs and bashed pots and pans together. Some of
them lit firecrackers and threw them at the beast.
The firecrackers spit sparks and lit up the night and
made a wok of a noise.
CLANG CLANG CLANG! POP POP POP!
Nian roared and then fled the village. The villagers
shouted with joy, and thanked Zhang for his
brilliant plan.
One of the villagers came up to Zhang and asked,
"What if Nian comes back next year? I don't have
any red clothes to wear."

Zhang thought about it for a while, then said the
beast was frightened by the colour red. They could
cut pieces of red paper and carry them.
So the following year, the villagers cut pieces of
red paper and made sure every child and elder
carried one. Nian returned, but the villagers fought
back with loud clangs on their pots and pans,
wearing red clothes, and showing their pieces of
red paper.
"Oh dear, where's your red paper?" a mother asked
her daughter. The young girl had lost her piece of
red paper. The concerned mother approached
Zhang for advice.
The young man thought about it for a while, then
said, "Why don't we form a packet from the red
paper, and then put some money inside? Your
daughter is less likely to lose it if there's money in
her red packet."

And THAT, is how red packets came
about, and why red packets contain
money.
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Here are some "facts" or unverified pieces of
information:


Red is an auspicious colour for Chinese. It's
preferable that at least one piece of new
clothing be red and worn during Chinese New
Year. Ironically, Chinese also believe the
fiercest ghosts died while wearing red.



Those first 15 days of the new year are the only
days when Chinese farmers don't work at all.
Or so I understand.



In Chinese, Nian (年) means "year". There's a
term (过年), which originally meant "surviving
Nian". In time, it came to mean "crossing over
to the new year". (过 roughly means "over" or
"pass" in the verb sense)



The "putting money in red packet to
discourage losing it" practice eventually
ballooned into putting copious amounts of
money into red packets. The more money a red
packet contained, the less likely it got
"misplaced"...



There's no young man named Zhang in the
stories I've heard. I made him up because I felt
a hero, a human connection, made the story
more engaging.

Share the magazine with your
loved one this Valentine's Day!
http://polymathprogrammer.com/singularity/

Spreading love where
roses bloom and rabbits bound.
© D Sharon Pruitt

Special Ang Bao Report
I thought I'd show you a few examples of how red packets (or ang bao's)
look like. The term ang bao is Hokkien (a Chinese dialect) of the words
红包 pronounced "hong bao" in Chinese.
Contrary to what you might believe, not all red packets are red! So
what's the next most auspicious colour? Gold, of course!
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The words are

百花盛开喜迎春
and it means "hundreds of flowers bloom,
welcoming spring".
The words are

福满人间
and it means "fortune filling world of
men"
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The words are

The words are

吉祥

富贵吉祥

and it means "auspicious" or "good fortune"

and it means roughly "wealth and good fortune"

The lone word in the circle is

福
and it means "blessing"
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The Battle for Epic Cuteness
On the next page, you will see cute rabbits of epic proportions. Which rabbit contestant is the cutest? Which rabbit
contestant will win the battle for epicosity?
This is part of a celebration of the Year of
the Rabbit for Chinese New Year.

You decide.
Click on the numbers on each contestant's picture to vote (via email).

Alternatively, you may vote using a Twitter status with the hashtag (#epiccuterabbits) like so

I vote contestant 1 #epiccuterabbits
or simply the contestant number, then space, then the hashtag

1 #epiccuterabbits

All results will be tabulated and presented in the March 2011 issue of Singularity.
No email addresses nor Twitter IDs will be revealed, only aggregated numbers. So yes, you can tell me you like cute rabbits. :)
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Click on the numbers to
vote (via email) for the
contestants!
Alternatively, use the
Twitter hashtag
#epiccuterabbits

All 4 images copyright of
Madeleine [one, two, three, four]

Be part of a tribe
This magazine exists because of you.
What's missing is your voice, your input.
It does not matter if you're young or old,
student or CEO, oil painter or academic
researcher.
The most important thing is that you're
curious.
You can submit interesting photographs,
short opinion pieces, long articles, topic
suggestions, or links to exciting places
(Internet or real world). It can be your
own work or links to other people's work.
It doesn't have to be exclusively for
Singularity, nor does it have to be newly
created. Just give me a holler and I'll take
a look.

blinkBL-NK January 2011

Text and photos by Vincent Tan *
I went to attend the blinkBL-NK event on 19 January. It was held at
BluJaz cafe. I missed the last couple of events, and I've been cooped up
for too long anyway. It's time to go meet interesting people!
I met my friend Justin. He also kept pimping talking about this
magazine to his friend Jason. I just look surprised and smiled a lot...
There was also an American engineering student named Ozzie and a
Singaporean intern working at National Library Board named Brendan.
We chatted a while, and then the event started.
* makes me sound like a real magazine reporter
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Isaac Souweine, the host, announcing the
first speaker...

The picture on the screen is by Henri
Cartier-Bresson, a French photographer.
Picture link here.
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The first speaker was Navjot Pawera,
and his topic was on street photography.
The simplest definition of street
photography is that pictures are taken in
their natural settings without
manipulation (on the part of the
photographer or the camera).

© djnavv

This means you don't fiddle with lenses,
aperture settings, and focal points. If
your subject is a person or group of
people, you don't get them to pose.
They must be in their natural positions
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going about their activities at the venue.
All you can do is observe and take
photos when a moment of inspiration
strikes.
By this definition, almost all photos
taken by my iPhone qualify. I don't really
like fiddling with camera settings
anyway. I just wanna take a photo, darn
it...
As Navjot explained, since you can't do
much with the camera, you have to get
better at framing the shot.

This "taking pictures
without manipulation"
reminds me of a physics
concept. By simply
observing a subject, you've
already changed the
subject. At least I think
that's a physics concept...

away from you? Did they stop
talking? Did they start talking
to you?
Did anything change because
of you between the moment
you decide to take a picture
and the moment you actually
took the picture?

For example, you want to
know the temperature of
some liquid in a flask. You
stick your thermometer
inside. Simply sticking
the thermometer into the
liquid already changed
the liquid's temperature,
© djnavv

even if it's infinitely
minuscule. You caused
some displacement of the liquid due to the
presence of the thermometer. Some heat may
have further diffused to the flask and the
thermometer.

There's no such thing

Well, you might say the whole point is for the heat
to diffuse from the liquid to the thermometer. How
else would the thermometer register the correct
temperature? Have you thought about the
thermometer's temperature already affecting the
liquid's temperature?

By observing, you've already interacted with your
subject.

as passive observation.

In that respect, "taking pictures without
manipulation" doesn't really exist. Think about the
last time you whipped out your camera to take a
picture? Did people look at you? Did people look
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Because you cannot
manipulate your subject and
the background setting, you
can only change one thing:
your perspective. That has
got to be a paraphrasing of
some deep Zen or Buddhist
teaching...

Of all his subjects, Navjot
found beggars to be quite
challenging. This group of people knew they serve
as interesting subjects for photographers. As such,
sometimes beggars ask for money if they are to be
photographed. Can't say I blame them.
Human beings often are the most interesting of
subjects, but people can be quite shy. How does
Navjot handle photographing people?

“Be discreet.”

The next speaker was Thibaut Camdessus, whose topic was about spirituality and the arts.
He spoke of perspective in art work, and mentioned the side profiles on Egyptian
paintings. So first, here's a quick tidbit. Did you know Egyptians believe they must draw all
4 limbs of their bodies, otherwise they won't have them when they die? This is why the
side profiles are in a slightly awkward position.

© Rhys Davenport
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Anyway, Thibaut started by talking about Wassily Kandinsky and
abstract art. Simple geometric shapes and colours are drawn without a
specific object in mind. The viewer is encouraged to interpret as she
will. It's about perspective and personal context.

Point of view from the artist is
different from the viewer's
Then he talked about Impressionism and meditation. I can't remember
what's the link, but I wrote that down in my notes. Yes, I know, I'm a
terrible reporter... So Thibaut enlarged a section of a painting, and it
looked like series of random dabs of coloured oils. When he showed us
the entire painting, it was a gently flowing river.
My brother once showed me his reproduction of a Monet oil painting.
You know what a lily pad looks like? A swirl of "O". That's it. Up close, it
looks nothing like a lily pad. You have to step back, and from a distance,
you get the impression of a lily pad.
Thibaut also talked a little bit about eroticism and art. I can't remember
the artist he used as an example, but the artist was interested in African
art. I was wandering around when I spotted an interesting "drawing". So
I snapped a photo of it. See, street photography at work.

I found this on a pillar during one of my wanderings...

One of the audience mentioned the Singapore Tyler Print Institute, an
international publisher and dealer of fine art prints and works on paper.
So you can check that out if you're in Singapore.
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The last speaker was Stuart Smith and basically he told stories. He started
by saying he's from lower Britain, and he gets people asking him "Is that an
Irish accent you have?". Yes, he has a slight accent, and it does sound a little
Irish...

“The Internet is all hype”
In a distant past, his job title was the "Futurist". His task was to prepare the
company on future developments. There was a time when the Internet was
just in its infancy... what? Yes, there was a time when the Internet didn't
exist. ... Hey don't you faint on me!
Where was I? Right, Internet infancy. So he told upper management about
this new thing called the Internet, and it's going to be huge. Upper
management didn't believe him and said, "The Internet is all hype".
Well, some of his other advice went ok. “You're so insightful, have some
money!” And then he found out the existence of nthellworld, a web site
speaking not so highly of his company. He advised that they be open about
their mistakes. He was met with stony silence. In the end, the company
contacted the site creator and privately settled the issues.
He also said a few things that resonated with me:


Positive forward narrative



Until you believe in your story, you have no self-esteem



Stories reflect personal beliefs
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Stuart also talked about the time when he and his
team were in India. They were told there was this
special food preparation ritual in a temple, and
they wanted to find out more.
When they reached the temple, the chef told
them, "No special ritual! You stupid Americans!
Just cut and chop!".
It turns out that food was prepared for a lot of
people. A giant wok was used. It was so big, they
used a shovel to stir-fry the vegetables. I think this
was the special part...

There was another time Stuart and his team were
collecting stories from British whose housing
districts were marked for destruction.
Stuart talked to a few of those people, and he kept
hearing the term "Category D". So he went to do
research on this. It turns out that the term was so
old that it predated the Internet (stop fainting!)
and he had to go to a brick-and-mortar library to
find out. There are actually 4 categories: A, B, C, D.
The "D" stands for "Demolition". If your village was
marked "Category D", it meant it's going to be

demolished by the government. More info here.
The interesting thing is that even the young people
know about the term. This means the knowledge
was preserved within the culture of the people,
within the stories told among the people.
At the end of his presentation, I asked Stuart,
"How do you tell good stories?" He said to just
start with something that happened, what
followed after that, and end with a resolution.
Such as "You know, as I was walking here the other
day, a dog followed me..." and you continue.

You can learn more about storytelling from
Ira Glass, radio host and producer of
This American Life with videos part 1, part 2, part 3
and part 4.

© Maddy Lou
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Share the magazine with your friends. It's free you know.
Spread the word about Singularity.
Score social points. :)

http://polymathprogrammer.com/singularity/

A publication of Polymath Programmer

You’re given the right to distribute the
magazine electronically provided you don’t
change any of the content or charge for it.

